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Introduction
This submission responds to the ‘Transport’ section of the Government’s consultation document
on its emissions reduction plan (ERP) set out in Te hau mārohi ki anamata. We focus on the
proposed policy outlined on pages 67-68 of the document to reduce public transport fares.

About us
We are the Aotearoa Collective for Public Transport Equity, the coalition behind the Free
Fares campaign (freefares.nz). Our members include over 60 student associations,
churches, community organisations, climate advocacy groups, unions, academics and
local authorities. These are listed in Appendix 1.
Our vision is for public transport to be affordable to everyone so they can participate fully
in society and travel in a way that’s kind to the environment. We see the cost of public
transport as one significant barrier that is resulting in ‘forced’ car use for some groups
and leaving others with no transport options at all. Our climate, and the wellbeing of
individuals and communities, are all suffering as a result.
We are calling for free fares for public transport nationwide for Community Services
Card holders, tertiary students and under-25s. We see this as a necessary step to
mitigate greenhouse gas emissions and to promote transport equity, and many of our
supporters see this as a step towards free fares for all.
More than 6,300 people support our call in this petition:
our.actionstation.org.nz/p/freefares.
An important note from the organisers:
Our coalition formed quickly to have our say in the Emissions Reduction Plan process. One
consequence was that we did not give due consideration to including Total Mobility Card
holders in our ask for free fares. This was a mistake, and we are grateful to those who have
brought it to our attention. We strongly encourage the Ministry of Transport to consider the
need for Total Mobility Cards to have free fares, as will our coalition in the coming weeks.
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Members of the Aotearoa Collective
Organisational members
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Organisational members cont.

Council members:
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Key facts
Transport is New Zealand’s fastest growing source of greenhouse gas emissions.
93% of households in Aotearoa New Zealand own a car, but as much as 30% of the population
does not have car access.1
Car ownership is lowest among low-income households.2
Low-income households spend 28% of their budget on transport compared to 8% for high-income
households.3
Māori and Pasifika are twice as likely as Europeans to have unmet need for a GP due to lack of
transport.4
Only a minority of adults agree that public transport is affordable (Auckland 35%; Christchurch
36%; Wellington 41%).5
It costs a single student $460 per week to live in Wellington.6 The maximum they can get on
student loan for living costs is $242 per week, or $203-$278 (net) on student allowance.
The biggest users of public transport are young people aged 15 and under, followed by 16-30
year olds.7
“Public transport is my lifeline” — Community Service Card holder in Wellington.
Free buses for children in the Bay of Plenty increased use by 40%.8
The SuperGold Card for over 65s prevented 1.4 million car journeys in its first year.9
Free fare schemes in the Hague (The Netherlands), Aubagne (France), Avesta (Sweden) and
Frýdek-Místek (Czechia) led to double to triple patronage rates.10
Free public transport for students in the Netherlands increased ridership by 80%.11

Curl et al., Social impact assessment of mode shift (Wellington: Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency, 2020), 14-15.
Ministry of Transport, The New Zealand Household Travel Survey 2015–2018, cited in Curl et al., Social impact assessment.
3
“Inclusive Access: Household Spending on Transport”, Transport Indicators, Ministry of Transport,
www.transport.govt.nz/statistics-and-insights/transport-indicators/sheet/inclusive-access.
4
Curl et al., Social impact assessment of mode shift, 39.
5
Ministry of Transport, “Inclusive Access.”
6
Ethan Te Ora, “Eat noodles while you finish your degree,” Stuff, September 28, 2021.
7
Ministry of Transport, The New Zealand Household Travel Survey 2015-2018, cited in Curl et al., Social impact assessment.
8
Craig Richards, “Bus fare policies to improve equity in access to education,” paper at Transportation Conference, Christchurch 2020.
9
McDermott Miller Limited, Review of the SuperGold Card, (Wellington: McDermott Miller Limited, 2010).
10
See Appendix 2.
11
Ibid.
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Executive Summary
The Government’s plan to run a three-year pilot in Auckland then “consider” nationwide
implementation is not acting with sufficient urgency. We need a bold, nationwide fare reduction
policy to kickstart mode shift and tackle transport poverty, and it should begin in this budget
period.
To reduce greenhouse gas emissions and provide for a just transition, we submit that the
Government should, as a matter of priority, implement free public transport nationwide for:
●

under 25s

●

Community Service Card holders

●

full- and part-time tertiary students.12

Free fares will boost ridership and contribute to mode shift. Studies in Aotearoa New Zealand
and overseas show that free public transport results in significant increases to patronage and
these increases are particularly marked among younger age groups.13 Free buses for children in
the Bay of Plenty resulted in 40% increased ridership. Free fare schemes in the Hague (The
Netherlands), Aubagne (France), Avesta (Sweden) and Frýdek-Místek (Czechia) led to double to
triple patronage rates. Free public transport in Hasselt (Belgium) and Templin (Germany) led to
increases in patronage in excess of 1,000%.
Studies show that free public transport can create a mode shift away from private car use. For
example, one year following its implementation, the SuperGold Card had caused over 65s to take
1.4 million fewer car journeys.14 Over 60% of SuperGold Card-holders said they “often” or
“sometimes” preferred taking public transport over car travel.15 While across studies, transition
from car use to public transport is less pronounced than increases to ridership, free fares do
contribute to meaningful change in reducing car travel.
Free public transport will address structural disadvantages in the transport system. People on
low incomes pay a disproportionate amount of their income on transport. Most New Zealand cities
are designed for car owners, yet people on low incomes are least likely to own a car and most
likely to rely on public transport. Some lack any transport options that are affordable and suitable,
which detriments their health, mental health, education and employment and harms the wellbeing
of communities. Among those who do own cars, many are ‘forced’ car users and suffer financial
hardship as a result. The cost of public transport is one contributor to these problems and free
fares would bring direct and significant relief.
Free fares will support education. For tertiary students, the cost of public transport impedes
study. Some students trade off which days they can afford to travel to campus, reducing their
access to resources. Others study part time in order to work part time to cover rising living costs.
12

Please note our comment in the ‘About Us’ section. Our coalition formed quickly and we did not give due
consideration to including Total Mobility Card holders in our ask for free fares. We strongly encourage the Ministry of
Transport to consider the need for free fares for this group, as will our coalition in the coming weeks.
13
See Appendix 2 for a table of these studies.
14
McDermott Miller Limited, Review of the SuperGold Card Free Public Transport Travel Scheme: Social and Economic
benefits to users and the wider economy, (Wellington: McDermott Miller Limited, 2010).
15
Deborah Burns, Super Gold Card - Free Public Transport Initiative; Survey of people aged 65 plus (Wellington: New
Zealand Transport Authority, 2009).
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Adult students make up a significant portion of the student population and also face these
challenges. While many students are eligible for Community Services Cards, not many are aware
they qualify - but student ID cards are widely used. We submit that free fares should be extended
to all full- and part-time students with student ID cards as proof of eligibility.
Free fares will embed the habit of public transport use in young people. Young people are
another group likely to rely on public transport. We know that habits become ingrained when
people are young, and studies recommend making public transport free for young people, to both
encourage public transport use as a habit and to enable young people to access opportunities like
education, training and employment.16 Free fares for young people also offers assistance to
families who travel with children, making public transport a more desirable and viable option.
We submit that the Government should implement free fares for these groups nationwide, at all
hours, beginning in this budget period.

R Hodgson et al., Shaping Cities for Youth: Key findings and Recommendations, Volume 1 (Wellington: Ministry of
Business, Innovation and Employment, 2020).
16
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Support for the ERP’s focus on public
transport
We support the Government’s focus in the ERP on reducing reliance on cars and assisting people
to walk, cycle and, in particular, use public transport.
The ERP sets out ambitious goals to increase public transport over the next nine years. Public
transport currently accounts for 3.5% of the total distance travelled by New Zealanders across
different transport options. The ERP requires that proportion to increase to 7.7% by 2030. This is a
significant increase. In practical terms, for example, the ERP requires that the share of travel
distance by public transport nearly triples in Auckland by 2030. The uptake of public transport
must go hand in hand with a decrease in vehicle kilometres travelled (VKT) by cars.
The ERP also includes proposals to ‘reduce public transport fares'; 'make school travel greener
and healthier'; and 'improve access and travel choice for the transport disadvantaged'.17
We agree with the Government's focus on increasing public transport use, and with these
particular proposals. Effective policies will be required to create a mode shift on the scale
planned. Free fares for under 25s, Community Services Card holders and tertiary students will
be essential.

“Increased public transport use is crucial for reducing our emissions, and the
Climate Commission has recommended lower fares to encourage mode
shift.”
— Jenny Rowan, Kāpiti Climate Change Action Group

Ministry for the Environment | Manatū Mō Te Taiao, Te hau mārohi ki anamata Transitioning to a low-emissions and
climate-resilient future (Wellington, Ministry for the Environment | Manatū Mō Te Taiao, 2021), 15.
17
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Free public transport can reduce
greenhouse gas emissions
In this section, we set out the effect free public transport can have on reducing greenhouse gas
emissions. This can be measured in two ways:
1. Increases in public transport patronage; and
2. Increases in travellers who use public transport for trips they would previously have
travelled by car (mode shift).
Increased use of public transport, the first measure, signifies trends away from car-dominated
transport systems to systems in which public transport is normalised. In Scotland, the Ministry of
Transport announced in July 2021 it was extending its under-18s free bus fare scheme to those
aged under 22 on the grounds that it is “crucial to embed sustainable behaviour”.18
The second measure, substituted car journeys, is a much more direct indicator of emissions
reductions.

Studies in Aotearoa New Zealand
There have been few studies in Aotearoa New Zealand on free public transport. There are,
however, some insights.

The Super Gold Card
The Super Gold Card (SGC) scheme allows those aged over 65 free public transport on off-peak
hours. It was introduced in 2008.
Two studies surveyed representative samples of SGC holders one year after the scheme’s
introduction.19 The studies found the SGC had the following effects:
●
●
●
●

55% of respondents used public transport more often.
40% of respondents said it was “often true”, and 21% said it was “sometimes true”, that
they used public transport rather than car travel because of the SGC.
51% of respondents said it was now “never true” that they still preferred to take the car.
An estimated 1.4 million journeys would otherwise have been made by car over the SGC’s
first year.

The SGC scheme demonstrates a notable mode shift.

Bay of Plenty free student travel
From 2020, students travelling on dedicated Bayhopper school buses or Tauranga urban routes
have enjoyed free travel before 9am and between 2.30 and 6.30pm.
18

Scottish Government, “Free bus travel for under 22s”, press release, 29 July 2021,
https://www.transport.gov.scot/news/free-bus-travel-for-under-22s.
19
See Burns, Super Gold Card; Miller McDermott, Review of the SuperGold Card.
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Initial reviews of the scheme have found that bus patronage has increased by 40%.20 The Bay of
Plenty Regional Council has found that the scheme has been successful at reducing congestion. It
has extended the free fares scheme for all students throughout the region until the end of 2022
and it has committed to a trial of free fares for tertiary students.

Modelling in regions
In 2020, the Chief Economist Unit of the Auckland Council modelled public transport patronage in
various scenarios.21 Its modelling concluded that making public transport free in Auckland would
increase patronage by 23%. If public transport was made free and the network improved by
additional coverage, it found patronage would increase by an estimated 54%.

Studies overseas
Many cities around the world have implemented free public transport fare schemes. We set out, at
Appendix 2, a summary of studies that have examined some of the schemes and their effects on
increased patronage and car use.
The studies’ results vary, suggesting the impact of free fares is highly dependent on context. The
most important factor appears to be the costs and levels of public transport use before the
schemes are introduced.
Nevertheless, most studies show considerable increase in patronage both in terms of number of
passengers and number of trips per person. The free public transport schemes in Hasselt
(Belgium) and Templin (Germany), for example, led to increases in patronage in excess of 1,000%.
Schemes elsewhere, such as The Hague (The Netherlands), Aubagne (France), Avesta (Sweden)
and Frýdek-Místek (Czechia) experienced double to triple patronage rates. The universal free
public transport scheme in Tallinn (Estonia) showed a more modest increase in patronage of 14%,
but the city had heavily subsidised fares and high public transport use before the implementation
of the scheme.
Young people in particular are likely to increase their public transport use when offered free fares.
Students’ use of public transport in The Netherlands increased 80% when offered free public
transport. In Tallinn (Estonia), for example, although overall rates of patronage increased by 14%,
patronage increased by 21% for those in the 15-19 age group.
The overseas studies show mixed results regarding shifts from car use to public transport. The
studies show that free fares will result in some people using public transport rather than making
the journeys by car. In some cases, the mode shift was modest, such as in Tallinn (Estonia) where
free fares reduced car trips by 10% - in a context where public transport patronage already had
been high. In other studies, mode shift was more significant, such as Avesta (Sweden) where one
in three passengers would previously have made the trip by car. Similarly, car use among students
in The Netherlands decreased by 34% when offered free fares.
It is also worth noting that several cities are currently implementing free public transport schemes
in response to decreased patronage as a result of Covid-19. Free fares in the American cities of
20

Richards, “Bus fare policies”. See also Bay of Plenty Regional Council Public Transport Committee Minutes, 27
November 2020, for example, patronage in February 2019 on Tauranga routes was 35,039 in February 2019, compared
to 61,330 in February 2020.
21
Auckland Council, Chief Economist Unit, Insights, (Auckland: Auckland Council, April 2020), 2-3.
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Boston and Worcester (Massachusetts), and Kansas (Missouri) have correlated with ridership
reviving to, or near, pre-pandemic levels more so than other cities. All three have extended free
fares into 2022.

Conclusions on emissions reductions
Undoubtedly, free public transport fares for under 25s, Community Services Card holders and
tertiary students is likely to increase public transport use considerably. This will embed
sustainable transport behavior, particularly in younger people, helping the long-term shift away
from private car use.
While results of studies relating directly to decreased car use are less strong, free public transport
schemes still tend to result in a meaningful mode shift. The experience of SuperGold Card holders
in Aotearoa New Zealand is particularly illustrative. We would expect free fares to show decreased
car use. We submit that free fares should be one of a suite of policies to prompt mode shift.
The evidence presents a compelling case that greenhouse gas emissions can be reduced through
free fare schemes. Now, in the wake of Covid-19, is an ideal time to implement free public
transport for under 25s, Community Services Card holders and tertiary students.

“Thrilled to have a free fares option (for under 25s, tertiary students,
Community Services and mobility card holders) coming up in our annual plan
consultation, but limiting this initiative to Canterbury/Waitaha isn't going to
cut it. We're in a climate emergency and we need to urgently get ourselves
out of our cars if we're serious about providing a half decent future for our
kids and grandkids.”
— Lan Pham, Environment Canterbury Councillor
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Free public transport fares are essential
for a just transition
“A ‘just transition’ in our transport system has to look like something. What
will we actually do to look after people and reduce inequality through this
transition? Free fares for people on low incomes will achieve that. It’s a ‘just
transition’ with wheels on.”
— Kate Day, Anglican Advocacy

Transport disadvantage in Aotearoa New Zealand
As highlighted by Waka Kotahi New Zealand Transport Agency in its report, Social impact
assessment of mode shift (2020), the transport system can create and exacerbate inequities.22
Lack of transport can reduce people’s ability to access employment, healthcare, education,
healthy food, and social and recreational activities - in short their ability to participate fully in
society. Steps to address equity within the transport system therefore have huge impacts for
individuals and the community at large.

The [Free Fares campaign] ... makes perfect sense to me. It takes a
substantial obstacle out of the equation for those seeking education,
employment, keeping appointments, getting to sport or just visiting friends
and family.”
— Porirua City Councillor and SuperGold Card holder Mike Duncan

There is ample evidence that the transport system in Aotearoa New Zealand is inequitable and
exacerbating disadvantage. The Ministry of Transport reported in 2019 that households in the
lowest income quintile spent 28% of their household budget on transport, compared to those in
the highest quintile, who spent just 8%.23
One distressing indicator is that lack of transport is causing people to skip GP visits. The Ministry
of Health publishes data on the ‘unmet need for a GP due to lack of transport’. This unmet need is
twice as prevalent among women than men; twice as prevalent among Māori and Pasifika than
Europeans;24 and almost twice as likely to occur in the most deprived neighbourhoods than the

Curl et al., Social impact assessment of mode shift.
Ministry of Transport, “Inclusive Access.”
24
MInistry of Health, ‘Unmet need for GP due to lack of transport by ethnicity,’ cited in Curl et al., Social impact
assessment of mode shift, 39.
22

23
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population as a whole.25 It is also more common for 15-24 year-olds than any other age group.26
Figure 1. Source: Ministry of Health cited in Curl et al., Social impact assessment of mode shift.

The high cost of public transport contributes to transport disadvantage
The cost of public transport is one factor in transport disadvantage. Other factors are also highly
significant, including the availability, frequency and timeliness of public transport services and
their suitability for people with different access needs. Those factors must also be addressed.
However, we know that cost is one of the biggest barriers to people using public transport more
often.27 In the ERP consultation document, the Government has proposed to “reduce fares” among
other measures to lower vehicle kilometres travelled, and this is the focus of our submission. We
believe that free fares is one of the best policies the Government could implement to reduce
emissions in our transport sector, and support our lowest income earners.
Right now, our transport systems have been primarily designed for private car ownership. Yet,
despite 93% of households owning a car,28 some individuals will not have access to a car or will
not be able to afford to run it. Some studies have indicated that as many as 30% of New
Zealanders may not have access to a car for reasons such as disability, age or income.29
Households with the highest deprivation level are least likely to own a car (see figure 2).30

Ministry of Health, “Unmet need for GP due to lack of transport by deprivation” cited in Curl et al., Social impact
assessment of mode shift, 34.
26
The 15-24 year-old demographic is the sub-group most likely to suffer transport deprivation generally. Ministry of
Health cited in Curl et al., Social impact assessment of mode shift, 37-38.
27
K Wild et al., The relationship between transport and mental health in Aotearoa New Zealand (Wellington: Waka Kotahi
New Zealand Transport Agency, 2021); Emma Coultas et al., Youth Perceptions of Public Transport (Christchurch:
University of Canterbury, 2020).
28
Curl et al., Social impact assessment of mode shift, 14.
29
Ibid., 15.
30
The University of Auckland, “Households with no car by Index of Multiple Deprivation”, cited in Curl et al., Social
impact assessment of mode shift.
25
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Figure 2. Source: The University of Auckland, cited in Curl et al., Social impact assessment of
mode shift.

It is people on lower incomes and of younger age that are most reliant on public transport. They
are therefore most disadvantaged by our transport system being designed around private car use.
Public transport use is highest by people in households with incomes of $10,000 or less - more
than double that of people in households earning $10,000 to $60,000 and a third more than high
income groups (see figure 3).31 Those aged between 0-15 travel the most distance by public
transport than any other age group (see figure 4).

Figure 3. Source: Ministry of Transport, Household Travel Survey 2015–2018, cited in Curl et al.,
Social impact assessment of mode shift.

Ministry of Transport, Household Travel Survey 2015-2018, cited in Curl et al., Social impact assessment of mode
shift, 33.
31
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Figure 4. Source: Ministry of Transport, Household Travel Survey 2015–2018, cited in Curl et al.,
Social impact assessment of mode shift.

While people on the lowest incomes are least likely to own a car, those on slightly higher incomes
can be ‘forced’ car owners as a result of the societal reliance on car travel and an absence of
alternatives.32 Forced car ownership results in financial hardship. A study by Rose et al., based on
focus group feedback and participation from groups and agents working with transport users,
found that car expenditure in some low-income communities caused people to cut back on
essential spending on food, doctors’ visits and rent.33 Respondents noted this resulted in rent
arrears, tenancy tribunal cases, unpaid fines and even convictions or imprisonment (for instance
due to driving an unwarranted vehicle). Low-income people who use cars would benefit from
investment in alternative transport options, and free fares.

“Often the vehicle, the cost of petrol comes before the food.”
— Budget Advisor, West Auckland34
For both carless households and ‘forced’ car owners, the cost of public transport is a major barrier
to greater transport access. A 2018-2019 survey by the Ministry of Transport found that only a
minority of adults agreed public transport was affordable (Auckland 35%; Christchurch 36%;
Wellington 41%).35 The study by Rose et al. found the cost of public transport to be a major
issue.36 Several participants complained about the cost of multiple journeys to get to destinations.
For people travelling with their families, public transport costs can quickly increase. Several
participants perceived public transport to be more expensive than owning a car. Waka Kotahi, in
its 2021 report on The relationship between transport and mental health in Aotearoa New
Zealand, found high cost public transport can be a major source of stress for low-income
communities.37 It also found that high transport costs had a disproportionately negative effect on
the wellbeing of low-income communities because they reduce the amount of money people have
to spend on other goods and services. It noted the Human Rights Commission’s findings that, for
people with disabilities, the high costs of public transport are a significant barrier to community
Curl et al., Social impact assessment of mode shift, 15.
E Rose, K Witten and T McCreanor, “Transport related social exclusion in New Zealand: Evidence and challenges,”
Kōtuitui: New Zealand Journal of Social Sciences Online 4 no. 3 (2009).
34
Quoted in Rose, Witten and McCreanor, “Transport related social exclusion in New Zealand,” 197.
35
Ministry of Transport, “Inclusive Access.”
36
Rose, Witten and McCreanor, “Transport related social exclusion in New Zealand,” 199.
37
K Wild et al., The relationship between transport and mental health in Aotearoa New Zealand, 27.
32

33
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accessibility. Waka Kotahi concluded by recommending that reducing the costs of public transport
will improve mental health outcomes.38
Policies are urgently needed to make public transport more affordable. This is more important
now than ever as Aotearoa New Zealand reimagines its transport systems to meet emissions
reduction targets. Waka Kotahi has commented on the need for transitions in transport systems to
provide for the disadvantaged:39
[I]t is important to ensure that mode shift policies which focus on expanding
mode choice do not restrict the opportunities of those who might already be
facing transport deprivation. Similarly, if mode shift policies expand the choices
of those who are already most mobile, existing inequities will widen.
Emissions target policies to reduce transport emissions must not promote EV use while neglecting
public transport. Allocating society’s resources to policies that make EVs more affordable do not
serve those who will not be able to afford an EV. It is a regressive subsidy for the wealthy that will
exacerbate existing transport inequalities arising from our car-centric transport system.40
Rather, the Government’s suite of policies to prompt mode shift needs to centre on enabling
accessible public transport for all. As recommended by the Helen Clark Foundation and WSP in Te
Ara Matatika: The Fair Path, the Government needs to “Make a bold intervention to incentivise rapid
mode shift, such as making public transport free for a sizeable target group (such as young people
under 25 and/or Community Services Card holders).” 41 We submit that this target group should include
Community Services Card holders, under-25s and all tertiary students.

38

Ibid, 87.
Curl et al., Social impact assessment of mode shift, 3.
40
Holly Walker, Te Ara Matatika: The Fair Path (Auckland: The Helen Clark Foundation and WSP, 2021), 38.
41
Walker, Te Ara Matatika, 15.
39
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Free public transport for under 25s,
Community Services Card holders and
tertiary students will address transport
inequalities
The Government should, as a priority policy under the ERP and in Budget 2022, provide free
public transport nationwide to under 25s, Community Services Card holders and tertiary students
at all hours. In this section, we explain the justification for these subgroups.

Under 25s
“Reliable, regular, free or low cost fares would make a huge difference in
many families’ lives. It would help families be less car reliant, foster growing
independence in our children and young people and make public transport a
climate friendly, easy and affordable choice. Right now it is simply too
expensive”.
— Alicia Hall, National Coordinator for Parents for Climate Aotearoa

"Free bus rides would be much easier because we wouldn't stress over not
having enough money for the bus fare to get to school."
— A Whaanga

"I stopped catching the bus when fares went back up after lockdown, and
now go into town less often or drive in."
— Adam Currie, young person in Ōtepoti Dunedin

“I feel like staying in one place is really bad for depression. ... I wanna do
things, and the doctor said I should be doing things. But I can’t do things,
because I don’t have money…”
— Young person in Christchurch42

42

Cited in Rosee Hodgson, “Out of Options: Transport and the health and wellbeing of NEET young people in
Christchurch and Auckland, New Zealand” (Provisional title. Unpublished PhD diss., University of Otago, 2021).
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“Children and young people will lead behaviour change. The price of public
transport is a barrier for families - it’s cheaper to take a car. This has to
change.”
— City councillor
Young people are New Zealand’s biggest public transport users. As mentioned above (and shown
in Figure 4), of all age groups, 0-15 year-olds travel the greatest distance by public transport,
followed by 16-30 year olds. This is likely because they are too young to drive or have insufficient
earnings to afford a private vehicle.
As with other groups that are more reliant on public transport, young people face disadvantage in
a car-dominated society. 15-24 year-olds are the most likely age group to have an unmet need for
a GP due to lack of transport (see Figure 5).43 This suggests broader unmet need for transport in
this population. Young people incur high costs to travel by public transport. This is particularly
difficult for families who must fund fares for multiple children.

Figure 5. Source: Ministry of Health, cited in Curl et al., Social impact assessment.

Increased public transport by young people not only supports their health, education and
employment but it also has other benefits. Young people can travel further afield for work and
study opportunities. The study of free buses for children in the Bay of Plenty found added
benefits of reduced truancy levels and fewer late arrivals at school. Parents reported feeling less
stressed and having more money available for other expenditure.44
It is important that 18-25 year olds who are not in tertiary study also have access to free fares.
These are people who are likely to be on low wage jobs. They may depend on public transport to
access employment if their low earnings make car ownership impossible. High fares, particularly if

43

44

Ministry of Health, cited in Curl et al., Social impact assessment.
Richards, “Bus fare policies to improve equity.”
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multiple trips are required to reach places of employment, can significantly eat into modest
earnings for these individuals.
As part of the wider mode shift the Government is contemplating in the ERP, it is crucial to
promote public transport use among young people. Positive experiences at a young age have
been shown to create lasting patterns of transport behaviour.45 It is essential that incentives are
targeted at young people to embed sustainable behaviour. Free fares can create public transport
users for life.
Studies of free fares schemes show good uptake of public transport among young people, and
where free fares are offered for the population at large, young people tend to show higher uptake
than other age groups. (This is unsurprising given young people’s relative dependence on public
transport, as discussed above.) In Aotearoa, free transport for children in the Bay of Plenty led to
a 40% increase in patronage.46 Overseas studies of free fares in Templin (Germany)47 and Tallinn
(Estonia)48 found that children and adolescents were the subgroup most likely to increase their
use of public transport. Free fares targeted at young people are also likely to cause increased use,
as shown by the example of student concessions in the Netherlands, which resulted in 80%
increased ridership.49

Tertiary students
“Transport to my classes can cost up to $50 a week, so to save money I only
go to campus a few days a week. ... That fact that I don't get the full
experience of my university sucks."
— Massey University student Khushboo Singh,
who commutes from Lower Hutt to Wellington

“Me and my friend were going to Te Wānanga o Aotearoa … doing Māori
movement through Hawaiki TŪ. I loved it, I loved every single bit of it. What I
didn’t like was it was costing me twenty dollars a day to get there and home.”
— Auckland student who discontinued that course of study50

Helen Fitt, "Habitus and the loser cruiser: How low status deters bus use in a geographically limited field," Journal of
Transport Geography 70 (June 2018); R Hodgson et al., Shaping Cities for Youth.
46
Craig Richards, “Bus fare policies to improve equity in access to education,” paper at the Transportation Conference,
Christchurch, 2020. See also Minutes of Bay of Plenty Regional Council Public Transport Committee, 27 Nov 2020.
47
Karl Storchmann, “Externalities by automobiles and fare-free transit in Germany—A paradigm shift?” Journal of Public
Transport 6 no. 4 (2003).
48
Oded Cats, Yusak Susilo and Triin Reimal, “The prospects of fare-free public transport: evidence from Tallinn,”
Transportation 44 (2017), 1100.
49
Cees van Goeverden et al., “Subsidies in public transport,” European Transport 32 (2006): 5–25.
50
Cited in Rosee Hodgson, “Out of Options: Transport and the health and wellbeing of NEET young people in
Christchurch and Auckland, New Zealand” (Provisional title. Unpublished PhD diss., University of Otago, 2021).
45
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“Free public transport would mean everyone having an equitable chance at
succeeding educationally. As someone that pays significant weekly costs for
public transportation to uni, this would make a huge difference to my access
to learning and resources.”
— Alan Shaker, Education Vice President
for Auckland University Students Association

“Free transport would be transformational to students. Many of us live on low
incomes ... We want to make the best choice for the climate, but that’s hard
when it’s so expensive.”
— Kim Fowler, President of the
University of Canterbury Students Association

“Catching public transport from the Silverdale bus station of Papakura train
station can cost us $50 - $60 a week, a lot for a student and a big chunk of
our living expenses.”
— Mackenzie Brock, a University of Auckland student
Rising costs across the country significantly target our tertiary students. Living in some of our
most expensive cities, we know that our students are increasingly unable to afford to study. The
cost of living is simply too high: rents are extortionate, transport costs are unbearable, food prices
are eye-watering, and everything in between is inflating at a rate well beyond wage increases.
Our students are poorly supported by the welfare system in Aotearoa, with living costs unable to
cover rents and having a part-time job to support themselves being a given. Working excessive
hours compromises focus on studies, in addition to the stress of living on a tight budget.
According to Victoria University of Wellington, for example, the cost of living in Wellington for a
single student in mid-2021 was $460 per week.51 The maximum amount a student can borrow on
their student loan to fund living costs is $242.53 per week. Student allowance payments for
students without children range from $203-$278 per week (net) depending on the age of a
student. Students with children may be entitled to greater student allowance, but then carry
additional family expenses.
Free public transport will make a meaningful difference to the wellbeing of students and the
success of their studies.
A survey by the University of Canterbury in 2020 found that 27.5% of respondents (over 3,000
people including staff and students) said that discounted (or free) fares would help them to use
public transport more often.52 Students listed ‘cheaper fares’ as being the primary reason for
students to consider using buses more - a big indicator of what could happen if we made fares
51
52

Ethan Te Ora, “Eat noodles while you finish your degree.”
University of Canterbury Travel Survey Report 2020 (Christchurch: University of Canterbury, 2020), 13.
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free for students, and a significant way to reduce transport emissions among some of our biggest
commuting groups.
Many students will be entitled to a community service card. However, many students are unaware
of their eligibility. They will, though, hold student IDs. For practical reasons, it is preferable that
tertiary students be eligible for free public transport as a distinct category. Similarly, the under
25s category will not capture all tertiary students. Many students are over 25, either because of
the length of their course of study or because they have taken study as mature students.
Both full-time and part-time students should be included in the scheme. Part-time students are
likely to suffer the same income pressures, if not greater pressure, than full-time students. Their
reasons for studying part-time could include needing to work greater hours to cover living
expenses, or needing to take care of children.

Community Services Card Holders
“My life is dependent on public transport. I feel it is a cost I shouldn’t be
having to fork out for. If it was free, I would definitely go to a lot of places. It
would mean I could put money towards other things, like other bills. It would
save a lot of money for those of us on low incomes, because one of our
biggest costs is the bus fares. When public transport isn’t running, I don’t
have a life.”
— Wesley Gyles-Bedford, Community Services Card holder in Wellington

“Having free bus fares would allow me to save the money for healthy
groceries and basic expenses.”
— A Community Services Card holder in Auckland

“Access to public transport should be a right for everyone. Our most
disadvantaged communities at the moment do not have this right.”
— Ryan Hooper-Smith, VicLabour
Community Services Cards are available to people on low incomes - whether or not they receive a
benefit. To qualify, before-tax income must be below $27,909 for a single person living with
others; $29,618 for a single person living alone; or $44,290 for a couple with no children. Income
limits rise with children. Superannuants and tertiary students are eligible.53 While many who
qualify have not registered, the Community Services Card remains the best established method to
identify people on the lowest incomes.
As discussed above, low-income groups are structurally disadvantaged by our transport system.
People on the lowest incomes spend 28% of their household income on transport compared to 8%
53

Full eligibility criteria are listed on the WINZ website:
www.workandincome.govt.nz/products/a-z-benefits/community-services-card.html#null.
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for those in the highest income groups, a gap that has continued to widen since 2016. The
unaffordability of public transport is an important factor causing a lack of transport access, and,
as described above it is contributing to grave problems such as food foregone; poorer outcomes
in education, health and mental health; fewer employment options; and social isolation.
Low-income groups do not have the same privilege to reduce their carbon emissions as other,
wealthier people.
Free fares would make a direct and significant impact on these problems. It would improve access
to healthcare, education, employment and social connection; and enable people to save money
for other expenses. Evidence from existing free fares schemes in Aotearoa shows this in action. In
the 2009 survey of 150 SuperGold Card holders,54 respondents reported cost savings, benefits to
physical and mental health; increased social connection; increased volunteering and community
participation. Over 40% of respondents reported it was “often true” that they “spent less money
on public transport each month”, and “get out and about and so enjoy life more”.
Community Services Cards should also enjoy these benefits.
While supporting people on the lowest incomes is simply the right thing to do, it also has benefits
for wider society. In the study of SuperGold Card holders, 28% reported they spend more on
refreshments when they go out because they don’t have to pay for transport. People who save
money on transport will be able to spend it elsewhere in the economy. The improved wellbeing,
health and employment outcomes for any group of our society also flows on to benefit others.
It is also important that low-income groups benefit from the shift to a low-emissions economy and there are real risks they could be made worse off. Rapid changes in the environment, such as
higher fuel taxes and parking costs will be more difficult for low-income households to bear than
high income households. As discussed above, ‘forced’ car owners need genuine, affordable
alternatives that meet their needs. Carless households should also receive some benefit for their
low-emissions lifestyle. Free fares for public transport - alongside more available and frequent
public transport in low-income areas - is one tangible policy to help enable a just transition.
Finally, many members of the Free Fares coalition support low or free fares for everyone.
However, a targeted policy is a good place to start, and one that we believe will make a massive
impact for our most disadvantaged.
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Further points regarding free public transport policies
There are several important additional considerations when implementing policies to deliver free
public transport to under 25s, Community Services Card holders and tertiary students.
●

Free public transport is one of a suite of policies required to prompt mode shift. As
already stressed above, affordability of public transport is of critical importance but must
sit alongside other policies. The quality and availability of public transport is integral to it
being a viable alternative to car use. Further measures are required to discourage car use,
such as no-car zones and congestion charges. Active transport options, like walking and
cycling, need to be encouraged alongside public transport.

●

Free public transport should be available at all times. In transport planning, there is a
tendency to offer fare concessions at specific times to shift demand to off-peak hours.
Nevertheless, time-bound free fares may be inequitable. Lower-income groups and
students still require public transport at peak times to access work and study. Waka Kotahi
cites evidence that suggests that women have less flexible schedules and are less able to
change their time of travel even when incentivised to do so.55 Consequently, time-varying
charges may disproportionately affect women and other groups as they may be unable to
modify their travel in response to the policy.

●

Efforts should be taken to reduce stigma. There is a risk of creating stigma by delivering
free public transport only to disadvantaged groups. Riders may be placed in uncomfortable
situations in having to publicly represent their disadvantage when paying for fares or
producing tickets. Further, perceptions may arise that public transport is the “poor
person’s” mode of transport and that private car use signifies social mobility. For this
reason we submit that free fares for Community Services Card holders and students
should be a stepping stone towards free fares for all. Free fares for under-25s should be
universal so that all young people, regardless of income, develop positive habits of public
transport use. For Community Services Card holders and students, concessions should be
invisible where possible, for instance by being loaded onto a card identical or
indistinguishable from others.

E Ben-Elia and D Ettema, “Rewarding rush-hour avoidance: a study of commuters’ travel behavior,” Transportation
Research Part A: Policy and Practice 45 (2011): 567–582, cited in Curl et al., Social impact assessment of mode shift,
62.
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Appendix One

Members of Aotearoa Collective for
Public Transport Equity
1. 350 Aotearoa
2. Access Legal
3. ADJUST (Diocese of Auckland Young Anglicans for Social Justice)
4. Auckland University Students Association
5. ActionStation
6. Anglican Advocacy
7. Birthright
8. Bicycle Nelson Bays
9. Blueprint Church, Wellington
10. Beneficiary Advisory Service
11. Cogo NZ
12. Catholic Social Services
13. Christchurch City Mission
14. Connect Wellington
15. NZ Council of Christian Social Services
16. Coal Action Network Aotearoa
17. Greenpeace
18. Dementia Waikato
19. FIRST Union
20. The Free Store Wellington
21. Generation Zero
22. Kāpiti Coast Youth Council
23. Kāpiti Climate Action Group
24. L’Arche Kāpiti
25. Lincoln University Students' Association
26. Lyall Bay Community Church, Wellington
27. Massey at Wellington Students Association
28. Massey University Students' Association
29. Mōhio Innovation
30. NZ Union of Students Associations
31. Pablos Art Studios
32. Movement - Safe journeys for everybody
33. Nelsust
34. Nelson Young Greens
35. Parents for Climate Aotearoa
36. Peace Action Wellington
37. Poverty Action Waikato
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38. Queerly Legal
39. Renters United
40. Sustainable Bay of Plenty
41. Sustain South New Brighton
42. True Colours Children's Health Trust
43. Two Todman Brooklyn
44. Presbyterian Support New Zealand
45. Public Service Association
46. United Community Action Network (UCAN)
47. Sustainability Trust Wellington
48. VicLabour
49. Young Greens Victoria
50. Young Greens
51. Young Labour
52. University of Canterbury Students' Association
53. Victoria University of Wellington Students' Association
54. Wellington City Mission
55. Western Community Centre, Hamilton
56. Zero Carbon Nelson Tasman
57. Beneficiaries and Unwaged Workers Trust, Nelson
58. Fare-Free New Zealand
59. A Rocha Aotearoa New Zealand

Local authorities that have passed motions in support:
1. Kāpiti Coast District Council
2. Porirua City Council

3.
4.
5.
6.

Dunedin City Council
Horizons Regional Council
Palmerston North City Council
Wellington City Council
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Appendix Two

Summary of studies: free public transport schemes outside
Aotearoa New Zealand
Place

Year study
published

Details of fare
reduction
scheme

Effect on PT use

Aubagne (France)

(free since 2009 –
no systematic
analysis carried
out)

Unlimited free
fares

Some indication ridership has
doubled56

Avesta (Sweden)57

2019 (pilot
2012-2013)

Free buses

80% increase in ridership

Mode shift

Other comments

39% of bus journeys
replaced what would have
previously been a trip by car
(i.e. 1 in 3 passengers would
have previously travelled by
car)

Oded Cats, Yusak Susilo, Triin Reimal, “The prospects of fare-free public transport: evidence from Tallinn,” Transportation 44, (2017): 1083–1104.
Andre Dutra, “The Present and the Future of Fare-Free Public Transport” (Masters Thesis, Uppsala University, 2019), 28-30; Cats, et al., “The prospects of fare-free public
transport”.
56
57
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Frýdek-Místek
(Czechia)58

2020 (study of
2010-2017)

Unlimited free
fares

Between 2010-2017, PT
ridership increased from 3.802
mil riders per year to 6.9 mill
riders (81.4% increase)

20% of PT users were car
drivers before scheme
launched.

Low switch of
pedestrian/cyclist
change

(59% already PT users, 21%
cyclists, pedestrians &
other)

Hasselt (Belgium)59

2006 (free fares
studied
1996-2006)

Unlimited free
fares

Number of passengers
increased tenfold.

Of new PT users (37%), 16%
formerly travelled by car

Leiden-The Hague
(The Netherlands)60

2004 (free fares
studied between
Jan-Dec 2004)

Free bus
transport Mon-Fri
on two existing
bus lines and one
new route

Bus use on the free bus routes
increased from 1,000 to 3,000
passengers a day.

Of the new PT users, 45%
formerly travelled by car

The Netherlands61

2006 (free fares
studied from
1991-2006)

Free fares on all
PT for students

Students reported using PT 0.81
times per day, an increase from
0.45 per day.

Car use of students
decreased by 34%

Before free fares
introduced, very low
levels of PT use.

Bike use decreased by
52%.
Government threatened
to scrap scheme
because of overcrowding
issues.

Daniel Straub, “The Effects of Fare-Free Public Transport: A Lesson from Frydek-Mistek (Czechia)” Sustainability 12 no. 21 (2020).
Cees van Goeverden, Piet Rietveld, Jorine Koelemeijer and Paul Peeters, “Subsidies in public transport”. European Transport 32 (2006): 5–25.
60
Ibid.
61
Ibid.
58

59
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Tallinn (Estonia)62

2017 (free fares
introduced 2013.
Study a
comparison of
2012 & 2013 data)

Unlimited free
fares

PT use increased 14%, although
number of trips per person did
not change. (Note, already high
use of PT – 55% of all trips made
by PT before study)

10% decrease in car trips
(although 40% decrease in
number of trips by walking)

Large increase in younger ages:
21% PT use increase in 15-19
age group.
Noticeable decease of
respondents who stayed at
home and did not perform any
trips – 18 to 13%.
Templin
(Germany)63

62
63

2003 (study from
1997 onwards)

Free fares on
buses

A year after the scheme’s
introduction, ridership increased
almost 750% (from 41,360
passengers to 350,000
passengers per year). Two years
later, ridership above 512,000 –
13 times its original amount.
Vast majority of new transit
riders children and adolescents.

10-20% of transit
passengers said they
replaced car trips with bus
travel (35-50% replaced
walking, 30-40% replaced
cycling).

Fully free fares across all
modes of PT city-wide.
420,000 inhabitants.
Note, pre-scheme ticket
prices only covered
one-third of fare cost, so
already quite cheap, and
already a 40% fare
reduction in place for
residents.

Templin a small town of
14,000 people with only
two main bus lines and
two auxiliary lines

Cats, et al., “The prospects of fare-free public transport”.
Karl Storchmann, “Externalities by automobiles and fare-free transit in Germany—A paradigm shift?” J. Publ. Transp. (2003) 6(4), 89–103.
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Recent free fares initiatives
Place

Year

Details of fare
reduction
scheme

Effect on PT use

Boston,
Massachusetts,
USA

News articles
about a trial that
began in August
2021.

Free fares trialed
for three months
on one bus route
from Aug 29
2021, then
extended to end
of 2021. Mayor
has now
proposed to
extend for two
more years, as
well as for two
more bus routes.

48% increase in ridership (note - over
the same time period as pandemic
recovery).

Report by Central
Massachusetts
Regional Planning
Commission, Oct
2021.

Free bus fares.
Initiated March
2020, extended
Nov 2021 to Jan
2023.

Free fares may have contributed to
higher ridership (averaged 67% of
pre-pandemic levels April 2020 - June
2021, higher than other regional transit
agencies in the state).

Worcester,
Massachusetts,
USA

Mode shift

Other comments

“Since Route 28 went fare free, ridership
has returned to pre-pandemic levels
from about 70%, rising from 47,000
weekly rides to more than 70,000
weekly rides.”64

“Equity benefits” and faster boarding.

64

Claudia Chiappa, “Boston's Fare-Free Bus Pilot Program Continuing Through End of 2021,” NBC Boston, 9 November 2021,
www.nbcboston.com/news/local/bostons-fare-free-bus-pilot-program-continuing-through-end-of-2021-janey-says/2560296/.
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News article
about the report
here.65
Kansas City,
Missouri, USA

News articles
here.66

Free bus fares
initiated
December 2019
and to continue
into 2022.
Previously, about
20% of people
rode for free.

“While everybody else’s ridership went
down during COVID to about 20%, ours
never dipped below 60%, and we’re
back up to 80% now.”

65

Darryl Murphy, “Free transit had benefits but may not be sustainable, Worcester study concludes,” WBUR, 22 October 2021,
https://www.wbur.org/news/2021/10/22/free-transit-had-benefits-but-may-not-be-sustainable-worcester-study-concludes.
66
Laura Ziegler, “Everyone Gets A Seat On The Bus, For Free, As Kansas City Transit Returns To Full Capacity,” KCUR, 31 May 2021,
https://www.kcur.org/news/2021-05-31/everyone-gets-a-seat-on-the-bus-for-free-as-kansas-city-transit-returns-to-full-capacity; Trevor Bach, “Kansas City Bets On Free Bus Fares to Address
Inequality,” US News, 17 December 2019, https://www.usnews.com/news/cities/articles/2019-12-17/kansas-city-experiments-with-free-public-transportation-to-address-inequality.
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